Multiple sulfur isotope insights into oxidative sulfur cycling in the upper shelf sediments of the South China Sea
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The enrichment in $^{34}$S in sulfides has been frequently observed in the uppermost surface part of marine sediments (e.g., Dale et al., 2009; Böttcher et al., 2010). It was argued that such isotope shift may be controlled by high rates of sulfate reduction (Fike et al., 2009) or associated oxidative sulfur cycling (Dale et al., 2009). In order to evaluate microbial sulfur cycling in the upper shelf sediment of the South China Sea, multiple sulfur isotope analysis of sedimentary pyrite and porewater sulfate from two sites was carried out in this study. The multiple sulfur isotopic compositions of pyrite show similar trends in these two cores. As expected, the $\delta^{34}$S values for pyrite in the uppermost sediments are highest (-24 $\%_{oo}$ and -27 $\%_{oo}$ respectively), and they drop dramatically to values of -45 $\%_{oo}$ and -48 $\%_{oo}$ in the uppermost 15 and 50 cm of the sedimentary column. Thereafter, $\delta^{34}$S values remain relatively constant downward to the bottom of both cores. Interestingly, the $\Delta^{33}$S values display a mirror image to the $\delta^{34}$S depth trend, exhibiting lowest $\Delta^{33}$S values in the surface sediments. When applying our multiple sulfur data to the model of Johnston et al. (2007), designed for resolving different pathways of microbial sulfur metabolism, our results indicate that sulfur isotope fractionation in the shallow sediments are comparable to sulfur disproportionation rather than microbial sulfate reduction. The finding, thus, suggests that sulfur disproportionation and (possibly repeated) associated sulfide oxidation lead to the isotope shifts observed in the surface sediments of the South China Sea.
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